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57 ABSTRACT 

Complex resource configurations often exist in multiproces 
Sor Systems. As a result thereof, coordination problems arise 
given competing accesses to a Specific resource configura 
tion by a plurality of processors. In a method for the 
coordination of parallel accesses of a plurality of processors 
to resource configurations a central Security table is intro 
duced. A processor must deposit its processor number 
thereat for a specific Security number if the processor is to 
receive control over the resource configuration belonging to 
this Security number. 
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METHOD FOR THE COORDINATION OF 
PARALLEL ACCESSES OF A PLURALITY OF 

PROCESSORS TO RESOURCE 
CONFIGURATIONS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Complex relationships between different Systems 
resources often exist in multiprocessor computer Systems. 
These System resources are not always of the same logical 
type and are also not always linked to one another by Simple 
indeX or pointer references. The reference between the 
resources, by contrast, only derives dynamically during the 
course of an event processing. In particular, the reference 
can only derive after parts of Such a resource configuration 
have already been manipulated in terms of data Systems 
technology. 

The memory programmed Switching System can be con 
sidered as an example of a multiprocessor computer System, 
this, for example, containing channel registers and transac 
tion control blocks as resources. Channel registers thereby 
represent the image of a physical path through the Switching 
Systems (conversation data), whereas transaction control 
blockS represent the logical images of conversation-free 
actions. Linkages can exist both between a plurality of 
channel registers or, respectively, a plurality of transaction 
control blocks as well as between channel registers and 
transaction blocks. In mobile radio telephone Services, logi 
cal operations of up to four channel registers with up to 42 
transaction control blockS simultaneously are known. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to consistently 
undertake and to mutually coordinate (reading and writing) 
accesses to resource configurations that compete in a mul 
tiprocessor environment. 

This object is achieved by a method of the present 
invention for coordination of parallel accesses of a plurality 
of processors to resource configurations. Each resource is 
protected by a Security number, whereby resources that 
belong to a common resource configuration also receive the 
Same Security number. All Security numbers are allocated via 
a central Security table. The access control is assigned on 
demand to a processor over an entire resource configuration 
when the Security number belonging to this resource con 
figuration has not been Seized at this point in time by a 
different processor. 
Due to the central assignment of the control of a resource 

configuration to one processor as a consequence of an event 
(message), accesses of further processors to the resource 
configuration are avoided during the entire message pro 
cessing by the one processor. As a result thereof, inconsis 
tent accesses to the resource configuration are avoided. 

In a further development of the present invention, existing 
Security numbers are cyclically allocated. As a result there is 
no loSS of dynamicS since no extra protection mechanism is 
required for a more complex Security number administration 
(pointer administration). 

In a further development of the present invention the 
procedure of Securing a resource is implemented by a central 
Service request of the user System, and message processings 
are implemented by message-associated user requests of the 
user System. This development has the particular advantage 
that a message-associated user request requires no knowl 
edge of the actual protection method. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features of the present invention which are believed 
to be novel, are set forth with particularity in the appended 
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2 
claims. The invention, together with further objects and 
advantages, may best be understood by reference to the 
following description taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings, in the Several Figures of which like 
reference numerals identify like elements, and in which: 

FIG. 1 depicts the allocating of a security number of a 
control Security table to a resource; 

FIG. 2 depicts the protecting of a resource configuration 
with a common Security number; and 

FIG. 3 depicts processor-associated tables for use in the 
method of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram depicting the present invention; 
and 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart depicting the steps of the mehtod of 
the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The realization of the method of the present invention is 
based on a central Security table via which the Security 
numbers are allocated. Only a single respective Security 
number is allocated per resource configuration. 

Before a processor accesses a resource identified with a 
Security number, it attempts to deposit its processor number 
in the central security table before the access. When it 
Succeeds in depositing its processor number, it then has 
complete control over all resources identified with the same 
Security number. 

FIG. 1 shows the allocated of a security number SIDX of 
a central security table TABZ to a resource CHR/TCB 
which, for example, can be a matter of a channel register 
CHR or a matter of a transaction control block TCB. When, 
at the beginning of a connection or, respectively, transaction 
by the user (user program System), a resource is seized from 
the resource pool, a Security number must first be allocated. 
This Security number must also be Secured by the processor 
of the user by depositing an identification number INCNO of 
the user before this security number can be entered in the 
Seized resource. At the same time, the Security number is 
entered at the first location in the processor-associated table 
and thus becomes what is referred as the current Security 
number. When further resources are then connected in, the 
current Security number continues to be correspondingly 
employed. As a result thereof, all logically linked resources 
have a common Security number and even more extensive 
resource configurations (see FIG. 2) can thus be secured 
against unallowed accesses with only one entry. 
The identification number of the user corresponds to the 

processor number when the user program System of a 
processor is realized by only a Single identification, for 
example, a single process administered by the operating 
system. In the following, the term “processor number” will 
therefore also be used for the term “identification number' 
and is equivalent therewith. 

FIG. 2 shows the providing of a resource configuration 
with a common Security number. 

The allocation of the Security numbers ensues cyclically. 
When, thus, a security number from the security table is 
allocated, the pointer is set to the next table location. When 
the end of the table is reached, the pointer is again Set to the 
start of the table. An attempt is made with the allocated 
security number to enter the identification number of the 
processor in the corresponding table location of the Security 
table with a specific command. When another identification 
number has already been entered with respect to this Security 
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number and this Security number is thus Secured (busy), the 
pointer administration simply allocates the next Security 
number of the Security table. No special protective mecha 
nism and, thus, no particular dynamics outlay is required for 
the pointer administration with the cyclical allocation. 

The cyclical allocating provides the possibility that the 
Same Security number is allocated repeatedly and, thus, for 
connections or, respectively, transactions that are indepen 
dent of one another. This, however, has only slight disad 
Vantages. Events for these different resource configurations 
having the same Security number would then not be pro 
cessed in parallel but Sequentially due to the Security number 
that can be seized by only a respective Single user at a 
Specific point in time. These requests can be kept negligibly 
low on the basis of a correspondingly dimensioned table. 
When existing resource configurations, which inventively 

have their own Security numbers, are logically linked to one 
another, all resources must have the same Security number 
after the linkage. To that end, the Security number is corre 
spondingly transcribed at the appertaining locations. At this 
point in time, of course, all participating Security numbers 
must be Secured by the same processor, that is the identifi 
cation number of the processor must be entered in the 
Security table with respect to the old Security numbers and 
the new Security number. 
A processor always attempts to enter its identification 

number in the Security table as Soon as it can identify the 
resource and, thus, the Security number as well that is linked 
to a message allocated to it. When the processor ends the 
processing, the identification number is in turn removed 
from the Security table. To that end, each processor notes all 
security numbers that had been secured by it within the 
framework of a message processing in a table of its local 
memory in order to have them in turn unsecured at the end 
of the processing by a central Service request of the user, for 
example a central procedure. 
A Security number remains valid in a resource during the 

entire transient life span thereof. When the resource is in turn 
released, for example, is no longer required for the 
connection, the Security number can also be simultaneously 
removed from this resource. 

FIG. 3 shows the processor-associated tables for the 
realization of the method of the invention which are reflec 
tively present in the local memory of a processor, namely a 
local security number table TABS into which are entered the 
Security numbers Secured by a processor, as well as resource 
tables TABC and TABT in which are contained pointers 
CHR-PTR and TCB-PTR to resources secured by this 
processor. 

The functioning of the central procedures for Securing and 
unsecuring the resources shall be set forth in greater detail 
below and is depicted in FIGS. 4 and 5. 

In the course of a message processing, a user requests 
indicates a need to access a channel register CHR and calls 
the Security procedure for Securing channel registers for this 
purpose. In its call, the user request gives the Security 
procedure an indeX to the requested channel register, 
whereby the user request has taken the indeX from the 
received message. With reference to this index, the Security 
procedure checks whether the requested channel register is 
in the status “channel busy' or “channel free”. 
When the channel register is in the “channel busy status, 

than the Security procedure takes the Security number apper 
taining thereto from the channel register. The Security pro 
cedure then attempts to enter the identification number of the 
user request in the central Security table under this Security 
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4 
number. When this is successfully carried out, then the user 
request receives the returned parameter “Success” as well as 
a physical pointer to the requested channel register. Due to 
the Successful deposit, the user request Simultaneously has 
control over the entire resource configuration belonging to 
the Security number of the requested channel register. 
When the channel register CHR is in the “channel free” 

Status, the Security procedure (after being requested to do So 
by the point of administration) enters a new Security number 
in the channel register or, respectively, enters the current 
Security number in the channel register in case it is already 
present in the local security number table TABS. The current 
security number is the security number SID-1 entered at the 
first location in the local Security number table. 
When the channel register has a reference to a partner 

having the Same Security number, the Security procedure 
returns both pointers to the calling user request. When they 
are different, the call is rejected with a corresponding return 
parameter. The described operation of the Security procedure 
for Securing channel registers applies analogously to the 
Security procedure for Securing transaction control blockS. 
The unsecuring procedure is called in by a central Service 

request of the user at the end of a message processing. The 
unsecuring procedure operates with the assistance of the 
channel register table TAB shown in FIG. 3 or by entering 
all pointers to channel registers that were delivered to a user 
request during the course of a message processing. All 
channel registers belonging to this channel pointer table are 
checked for the “channel free” status by the unsecuring 
procedure. By entering this Status in a channel register, a 
user request determines whether the channel register can be 
released at this location. When this applies, the channel 
register at this location is entered in the free resource pool 
by calling in the corresponding routine. 

The described unsecuring procedure is also accepted for 
the transaction control blocks analogous to the channel 
register. This means that the unsecuring procedure also 
correspondingly processes a transaction pointer table TABT 
in addition to the channel pointer table. 

Those security numbers that have been secured by a 
processor during the course of a message processing are 
stored in the local security number table. After the conclu 
Sion of the message processing, all corresponding Security 
numbers are in turn unsecured in the central Security table 
with the assistance of this table and are thus released for 
another Securing by other processors. 
Due to the above-described functioning of the Securing 

procedures, the message-associated user request notices 
Virtually nothing of the actual Securing event. The event of 
unsecuring after the message processing is also Sequenced 
by a central Service request of the user. 

The most important executions or, respectively, defini 
tions of the described coordination method are again Sum 
marized as follows. A user request receives the pointer to a 
resource from the Securing procedure only when the 
resource contains a Security number and this Security num 
ber has been properly Secured by depositing the processor 
number. No Security numbers are cyclically allocated, that is 
it can definitely occur that two resource configurations that 
are independent of one another have the Same Security 
number. The first security number that is secured by a 
processor is a “current Security number. The current Secu 
rity number is entered given a new Seizure of a resource. A 
new Security number is allocated only in case a Security 
number is not yet present, this then becoming the new, 
current Security number and being entered into the newly 
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seized resource. All security numbers SID-1 . . . SIDn that 
have been Secured during the course of a message proceSS 
ing are entered in the local, processor-associated Security 
number table TABS. As already mentioned, the current 
security number resides at the first location in this table. This 
current Security number is co-transmitter to a central Service 
request (for example, Securing procedure, unsecuring 
procedure, linkage procedure) at every call of a user request. 
When two resource configurations are linked to one 

another, all resources must have the same Security number 
after the linking. This is assured by the call-in of a central 
Service request, namely, of the aforementioned linkage pro 
cedure. 

All pointers to channel registers or, respectively, transac 
tion control blocks that are forwarded to the user requests via 
the Securing procedure during the course of a message 
processing are entered in the channel pointer table or, 
respectively, transaction pointer table. 

By entering the “free” status, a user request indicates that 
this resource can be released. Entering the released resource 
into the free resource pool, as well as the unsecuring of the 
security number in the central security table TABZ likewise 
ensue with a central Service request, namely the unsecuring 
procedure. All Security numbers that had been Secured 
during the course of a message processing are centrally 
unsecured with the unsecuring procedure. When inconsis 
tencies in the linkage of the resources or of the Security 
numbers are discovered when Securing resources, these are 
corrected insofar as possible by the Securing procedure. 

The invention is not limited to the particular details of the 
method depicted and other modifications and applications 
are contemplated. Certain other changes may be made in the 
above described method without departing from the true 
Spirit and Scope of the invention herein involved. It is 
intended, therefore, that the Subject matter in the above 
depiction Shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a 
limiting Sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for coordination of parallel accesses of a 

plurality of processors to resource configurations that have 
resources, comprising the Steps of: 

Securing each resource by a Security number from the 
plurality of Security numbers, resources that belong to 
a common resource configuration having a common 
Security number, Security numbers of the plurality of 
Security numbers being forwarded to the resources via 
a central Security table; and 
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6 
assigning access control over an entire respective resource 

configuration on demand to a requesting processor, 
when a respective Security number belonging to the 
respective resource configuration has not been Seized at 
this point in time by a different processor. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein existing 
Security numbers are cyclically forwarded. 

3. A method for Securing resource configurations against 
parallel accesses of a plurality of processes or processors, 
comprising the Steps of: 

protecting each resource by a Security number from a 
plurality of Security numbers, the Security numbers 
being forwarded to the resources and resources belong 
ing to a common resource configuration receiving the 
Same Security number; 

upon demand of a respective resource by a respective 
process or processor, Seizing a Security number of a 
respective resource for a respective processor, as a 
result whereof an entire resource configuration to 
which the respective resource belongs is protected 
against parallel accesses by other processors. 

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein a Security 
number of a respective resource is seized in that a number 
of a demanding process or processor is entered into a central 
security table, whereby the table location is addressed by the 
Security number. 

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the security 
numbers are addresses of the central Security table, and 
wherein the Security numbers are cyclically forwarded. 

6. A method for coordination of parallel accesses of a 
plurality of processors to resource configurations that have 
resources, comprising the Steps of 

providing a plurality of Security numbers and a plurality 
of resources, 

Securing each resource of the plurality of resources by a 
Security number from the plurality of Security numbers, 
resources that belong to a common resource configu 
ration having a common Security number; 

cyclically forwarding to the resources Security numbers 
via a central Security table; 

assigning access control over an entire respective resource 
configuration on demand to a requesting processor, 
when a respective Security number belonging to the 
respective resource configuration has not been Seized at 
this point in time by a different processor. 


